## PREPPING ULTRASOUND FOR ENTERING PATIENT ROOM

- Choose either iphone or tablet to use with device.
- Check Device and phone charge level
- Ensure that a gel, wipes, and all necessary procedural equipment are ready (tablet mount for procedures).
- Ensure a basin or tray is available for passing out the device

Perform precautionary wipe of all surfaces with GREEN TOP wipe

## CLEANING ULTRASOUND FOR PASSING OUT OF THE ROOM BEFORE REMOVING PPE

Visually inspect the machine for any bodily fluid or tissue
- If present, remove with wet gauze or wipes

Sanitize Gloves with Alcohol Gel

- Use a green-top wipe to wet all surfaces of
  - Transducer and cord
  - Phone or table
  - Gel bottle and wipe container
  - Tablet mount (if used)
  - keep wet for 1 minute, then place component inside of pink basin (do not touch the inside of the basin).

## PASSING ULTRASOUND OUT OF THE ROOM AND SECOND CLEANING

- Out-of-room provider dons PPE, including gloves, mask and eye protection and obtains an additional pink basin (the outside basin)
- In-room provider brings inside basin with clean components to door
- If 2nd provider not available, in room provider becomes out of room provider after doffing. Place pink basin on floor during transition.

Being careful not to contaminate gloves or outside basin, out-of-room provider opens door and transfers ultrasound components, one at a time, from inside basin into outside basin.
- In-room provider should just hold basin.

- Use a green-top wipe to wet all surfaces of
  - Transducer and cord
  - Phone or table
  - Gel bottle and wipe container
  - Tablet mount (if used)
  - keep wet for 1 minute, also wipe down outside basin

Maintain wet for 1 minute before device is decontaminated

Wipe any residue from the phone screen, return to charging station

Dispose of PPE in appropriate container